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NAME
tinybasic − A Simple BASIC Interpreter with flavours

SYNTAX
tinybasic [-fv|-fr|-fh] [[-r] <program-file>]

OPTIONS
-fv Selects vanilla flavour (seeFLAVOURS, below)

-fr Selects raspberry flavour

-fh Selects humbug flavour

-r Run the program after loading

program-file
Loads the program-file into the program buffer

Without any arguments, TinyBASIC will select vanilla flavour, clear the program buffer and print the famil-
iar "Ready" message and wait for user-input.

VERSION
This man-page documents TinyBASIC Two, version 2.1, released 23rd December 2012.TinyBASIC
announces its version number when it starts.

DESCRIPTION
TinyBASIC is a minimal implementation of BASIC designed to provide beginners with a very low entry-
threshold to writing computer programs.

The language supports the following features:

* 26 integer-only variables A..Z

* one array @()

* FOR loops with optional STEP clause which can take neg ative values

* GOTO and GOSUB

* IF with range of arithmetic comparison operators

* Tw o functions: ABS() and RND()

* Expressions composed of literal numbers, variables, functions and the comparison operators

* INPUT and PRINT statements

* DRAW command for limited graphics output

* WAIT command to introduce delays or read keyboard input from the graphics window

* TRACE command to show the sequence of statements being executed

* Structured programming option ("raspberry flavour") with seven additional statements for flow
control and GOTO disabled.

* Transam Triton compatibility mode ("humbug flavour") with VDU command

* Access to previous commands entered at the TinyBASIC ">" prompt via <up> and <down> keys

* RENUMBER command

FLAVOURS
From version 2.1 onwards TinyBASIC can be used in one of three flavours:vanilla, raspberryor humbug.

In vanilla flavour (the default), the GOTO and DRAW statements can be used.

In raspberry flavour (selected using the command-line option-fr or using the FLAVOUR command) the
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GOTO statement is not allowed and instead TinyBASIC enables seven new statements to allow program-
mers write using structured programming techniques. The new commands are:

ELSE allows statements to be executed if a previous IF test is false. MultipleELSE IF statements are
permitted to construct switch-like blocks,

WHILE/WEND
to allow the creation of loops controlled by a test with the WHILE statement,

REPEAT/UNTIL
to allow the creation of loops controlled by a test with the UNTIL statement,

CONTINUE
causes the loop in which it is used to be immediately re-started by jumping to either the corre-
sponding FOR, WHILE, or UNTIL statement

BREAK
causes the loop in which it is used to be immediately terminated.

In humbug flavour, selected with command-line option-fh, TinyBASIC emulates the screen of the Transam
Triton Home Computer (launched in 1978).TinyBASIC opens a window in which all text input and output
occurs. TinyBASIC loads a bespoke font for this window which only has the UPPERCASE letters plus a
number of special graphic characters. In humbug mode the DRAW command is replaced by the VDU com-
mand. The BASIC language follows that of vanilla flavour.

BUILD-IN EDITOR
TinyBASIC includes a simple editor which allows programs to be entered, corrected and saved to the Linux
filesystem. Simplecommands are provided to change-directory and list directory contents to locate saved
programs. Thisavoids having to learn a complex editor like vim or emacs.However, if you wish, pro-
grams can be created using an external editor and then loaded into TinyBASIC to be run.

Previous commands entered at the TinyBASIC prompt may be recalled via the <up> and <down> keys.

EDIT COMMANDS
The following commands may be entered at the TinyBASIC ">" prompt:

list [line]
displays your program starting with the lowest line number. The output is piped-throughmore to
display long programs a page at a time. Press <q> to quitmore and return to the TinyBASIC
prompt. Ifa line number is given, start listing with the indicated line.

edit <line>
The indicated statement is printed on the display with the cursor positioned at the end of the line.
Use the <left> and <right> arrow keys to move along the line. New text is inserted at the cursor
position and <backspace> deletes the character to the left of the cursor. Press <Return> to end
edit. Press<control-C> to abandon the edit operation.

You can also use the arrow keys to edit text at TinyBASIC ">" prompt.

load <filename>
Opensfilenameand reads it into the program buffer

save [filename]
Saves the current program to the indicated filename.If filenameis not provided, saves back to the
same filename that was used by a previousload or savecommand.
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renumber [first[,step]]
Renumbers the current program, making first statementfirst and then all subsequent statements in
steps ofstep. Defaults to 10,10.Commandrenumber undorestores the program before the
renumber was used.

ls shows the files in the current directory

pwd shows the name of the current directory

cd [directory]
change directory todirectory. If directory is not specified, changes to the user’s HOME directory.

help [topic]
Displays a help-file fortopic. If no topic is given, help will display the list of topics available.
Although available in humbug flavour, the help command has limited value in this flavour.

run Runs the currently loaded program

new Clears the current program.TinyBASIC will prompt the user if there are unsaved changes.

trace [on|off]
Changes the TRACE setting or shows the current setting if no new value is given. SeeTRACE
below.

flavour [vanilla|raspberry]
Can be used to switch between vanilla or raspberry flavours, or shows the current flavour if no new
value is given. Humbug flavour cannot be selected using this command and you cannot choose
another flavour if in humbug flavour. Humbug must be selected using the command-line option
-fh.

exit Terminate TinyBASIC. TinyBASIC will prompt the user if the program has been changed since
the last save.

Lines starting with a number are added to the program buffer in the correct sequence. If there is an existing
line with the same number, the new line replaces the old one.A l ine consisting of just a number with no
text "deletes" the corresponding line from the program buffer.

A l ine not matching one of the built-in commands or starting with a number is immediately passed to the
BASIC interpreter for execution. Thisallows the user, for example, to print the values of variables after the
program stops.

ANAT OMY OF A TINYBASIC PROGRAM
TinyBASIC programs consist of numbered statements. When you run a TinyBASIC program, it starts with
the lowest statement number and then continues with the next statement etc. The GOTO, GOSUB,
RETURN, IF and NEXT commands alter the sequence of execution (see explanation below). [Note, in
raspberry flavour WHILE/WEND, REPEAT/UNTIL, CONTINUE and BREAK also serve to alter the pro-
gram flow.]

A TinyBASIC statement is entered in either lowercase or UPPERCASE. Except for quoted strings with,
for example, the INPUT or PRINT commands, case does not matter.
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You may place more than one statement on a line, using the semi-colon (;) to separate statements.For
assignment only, you can also have multiple assignments separated using comma. The IF statement is
unusual in that all the instructions which need to be run if the test is true must be stored on the same
line--see examples below. In raspberry flavour, the ELSE statements similarly extend to the end of the
physical line. GOTO must be the last statement on a line.

Details for each of the TinyBASIC language statements can be found by usinghelp from the TinyBASIC
">" prompt. SeeEDIT COMMANDS(above).

TinyBASIC continues to execute statements until one of the following occurs:

1 the program executes a STOP statement

2 the program executes the last statement

3 the program encounters an error. If this happens the line is printed together with an error message
and an indication of where the error has occurred.

4 control-C is pressed (in the window from which TinyBASIC is running) to interrupt the program.
TinyBASIC will print the line number being executed at the time of the interruption. This may be
useful if the program has an infinite loop somewhere.

When the program stops, TinyBASIC prints the time taken to run the program in seconds.

VARIABLES
TinyBASIC provides 26 variables denoted by the letters A..Z.Variables, like all the other BASIC language
commands, can be used in lowercase or UPPERCASE--it doesn’t matter.

When a TinyBASIC program starts all the variables are reset to the value 0.They may be assigned any
value between 2,147,483,647 and -2,147,483,648. This range corresponds to signed 32-bits.

ARRAY
TinyBASIC supports one array, denoted by the @ symbol. The array is used together with parenthesis to
indicate the array-index value. Theindex value may be any number between 0 and 2,147,483,647. At the
start of a program all array values set to zero.

TinyBASIC implements the array as a linked-list, so that memory is only allocated as array elements have
data stored in them.

FUNCTIONS
TinyBASIC supports two functions

ABS(x)
returns the absolute value ofx. (x may be an expression.) Ifx is negative, ABS returns the posi-
tive value, if x is positive then x is simply returned.

RND(x)
returns a random value from 1 tox. Again, x may be an expression.

EXPRESSIONS
TinyBASIC permits expressions (combinations) composed of literal numbers, variables, functions and the
array. These may be combined with the comparison operators, arithmetic operators and parenthesis.Tiny-
BASIC implements this precedence table (lowest to highest):

comparison operators (=, #, <, >, <=, >=)
+, -
*, /, %
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functions & array
unary +, -
parenthesis ()

For items at the same precedence level, calculations are performed left-to-right, with higher precedence
operations performed first.The comparison operators produce the value 1 for true and 0 for false. The%
operator produces the remainder after integer division. Someexamples:
RND(10)*10+B<C the result is 1 or 0, depending on the value of RND(10)*10+B being less than the vari-
able C
RND(10)*(10+B<C) the result is the product of RND(10) and either 1 or 0 depending on the test if 10+B is
less than C
RND(10)*(10+B)<C First RND(10) is evaluated. Then B has 10 added to it. Then the result of RND(10) is
multiplied by (10+B) and finally this is tested to see if it is less than C. If it is, the result is 1, else it is 0.

TRACE
TinyBASIC includes the TRACE command which can be used to enable basic statement tracing.This
shows the sequence of statements and line-numbers being executed.

TRACE may be enabled either from the TinyBASIC ">" prompt withTRACE ON or using the same state-
ment in a program. Use commandTRACE OFFto disable tracing.

GRAPHICS
TinyBASIC in vanilla and raspberry flavour has limited support for drawing primitive graphics shapes via
the DRAW command. SeesectionDRAW (below) for full details. Graphics are implemented using the
SDL and SDL-gfx libraries.

The program must execute aDRAW START before any graphics can be drawn. WhenTinyBASIC is run-
ning under the X Window System a separate window is opened. Ifthe TinyBASIC program is run from a
Linux console,DRAW START will clear the screen and "hide" the console while the graphics are displayed.
UseDRAW END to close the graphics window.

When the program stops, TinyBASIC will print a message in the graphics window and wait for the Escape
key to be pressed. Itwill then close the window.

When used in humbug flavour, the VDU command can be used to draw primative graphics.

COLOURS
TinyBASIC only supports nine predefined colours: white, black, red, green, blue, yellow, cyan, magenta
and raspberry. Most of the DRAW commands take an optional COLOUR value. DRAW commands
default to using the colour used in the previous DRAW command, or white, if not specified.

Colours are not available in humbug flavour.

ALPHA BLENDING
SDL supports blending colours by means of a transparency setting. MostDRAW commands accept an
optional value of between 255 (no transparency) to 0 (fully transparent).By default the previous ALPHA
value is used, or 255.

Alpha blending is not available in humbug flavour.
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DRAW COMMANDS
DRAW START[,’TITLE’[,WIDTH,HEIGHT]]

DRAW START opens a new window or, if TinyBASIC is running from one of the Linux virtual
consoles, clears the screen ready to draw graphics. Thesize of the drawing area is set by
(optional) parameters WIDTH and HEIGHT (pixels). Thewindow area defaults to 640x480 pix-
els. If TinyBASIC is running on the X-Window system, the new graphics window is giv en the
(optional) TITLE. If used, TITLE must be enclosed in matching single or double quote marks.

DRAW END
Closes the graphic window. When TinyBASIC runs from one of the Linux virtual consoles this
command deletes the graphics area and re-presents the Linux console.

DRAW CLEAR[,COLOUR]
Paints the whole graphics window in the indicated colour. If COLOUR is omitted then black is
used.

DRAW POINT,X,Y[,COLOUR[,ALPHA]]
Draws a single pixel at (X,Y). If COLOUR is omitted the previous colour (or white) is used.If
ALPHA is omitted, the previous value or 255 is used.

DRAW LINE,X1,Y1,X2,Y2[,WIDTH[,COLOUR[,ALPHA]]]
Draw a line from (X1,Y1) to (X2,Y2). If no WIDTH is specified, the line will be 1 pixel wide. As
with DRAW POINT, COLOUR and ALPHA may be either specified or omitted.

The values for the line coordinates and line-width may be literals or expressions.

DRAW BOX,X1,Y1,X2,Y2[,FILL[,COLOUR[,ALPHA]]]
Draw a box (rectangle) with opposite corners at (X1,Y1) and (X2,Y2). If the FILL parameter is
present this indicates if the box is to be filled with the selected colour or drawn as an outline only.
If FILL evaluates to a non-zero value, then the box is drawn filled.DRAW BOX takes the same
optional values for COLOUR and ALPHA asDRAW POINT.

DRAW CIRCLE,X,Y,RADIUS[,FILL[,COLOUR[,ALPHA]]]
Draw a circle centred at X,Y and with radius RADIUS. As withDRAW BOX, the circle may be
drawn in outline or filled with the selected colour. As with the other DRAW commands, optional
values for COLOUR and ALPHA are permitted.

DRAW TRIANGLE,X1,Y1,X2,Y2,X3,Y3[FILL[,COLOUR[,ALPHA]]]
Draw a triangle with corner points at (X1,Y1), (X2,Y2) and (X3,Y3). As withDRAW BOX the tri-
angle can be drawn in outline or filled.As with the other DRAW commands, optional values for
COLOUR and ALPHA are permitted.

DRAW TEXT,X,Y,’TEXT’[,COLOUR[,ALPHA]]
Prints the provided text message with the first letter’s top-left corner positioned at (X,Y).Optional
values for COLOUR and ALPHA are permitted.

VDU COMMAND
In humbug flavour the VDU command can be used to display characters from the special Triton font.This
faithfully reproduces all 128 glyphs (characters) from the original design.

The VDU command takes two parameters, the screen position and the number of the glyph (character) to
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display.

Screen positions are numbered from 1 (top left) to 1024 (bottom right), with the screen arranged as 16 lines
of 64 characters. VDU may be used with position 0, which "prints" the selected character at the current
cursor position, advancing the cursor. A series of special characters can be printed to control the screen.
These are:

VDU 0,8
back-space the cursor one position wrapping round display

VDU 0,9
forward-space the cursor one position wrapping round display

VDU 0,10
down-cursor one line (scrolling display if needed) (line-feed)

VD 0,11
up-cursor one line (wrapping round screen if needed)

VDU 0,12
clears the screen and resets the cursor to the top-left position

VDU 0,13
clear to end-of-line and reset cursor to column 0 (carriage return)

VDU 0,27
down-cursor (no scroll) wrapping cursor round screen if needed

VDU 0,28
reset the screen so that screen position 1 is at the top-left corner (so called "home cursor")

VDU 0,29
reset cursor to column 0 without clear to end of line

Font characters 0 to 31 (decimal) are graphic glyphs, values from 32 to 95 are the UPPERCASE ascii codes
and values from 96 to 127 are more graphic shapes.

EXAMPLES
Program to find the first 1000 prime numbers (using raspberry flavour)
10 REM Find the first 1000 prime numbers in Raspberry Flavour
15 REM See http://primes.utm.edu/lists/small/1000.txt
20 REM P is a prime number candidate
30 REM N is used to test primacy
40 REM Z is the count of prime numbers found
50 REM F is used to count the factors found of the prime candidate
60 REM A.F.Lack, 8th Oct 2012
100 let z=0
110 let p=3
120 let l=1
200 repeat
250 letf=0
300 forn=2 to (p-1)
400 if p%n=0 then f=f+1; break
500 next n
600 if f=0 then print #1,z,") ",P," is prime"; z=z+1
700 p=p+2 ;REM the next candidate
800 until z>1000
999 stop
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Program demonstrating use of graphics, colour and the alpha (transparency) option.
10 draw start,"Additive Colour Demo",600,600
20 let a=300; let b=200; REM first circle centre
30 let c=200; let d=400; REM second circle centre
40 let e=400; let f=400; REM third circle centre
45 let r=160; REM circle radius
50 let z=50; REM alpha value
60 draw triangle,a,b,c,e,d,f,0,white,z
70 draw circle,a,b,r,1,red,z
80 draw circle,c,d,r,1,green,z
90 draw circle,e,f,r,1,blue,z
95 wait delay,5000; REM now wait 5 seconds
100 draw end
110 stop

Program demonstrating use of VDU command in humbug flavour
5 vdu 0,12
10 a=544, c=544
20 b=rnd(4)
30 gosub B*100
40 if a<1 a=a+1024
50 if a>1024 a=a-1024
70 vdu a,122
80 vdu c,112
90 c=a; goto 20
100 a=a-1; return
200 a=a+1; return
300 a=a-64; return
400 a=a+64; return

EXIT CODES
Normally the program will exit with status zero, unless a serious Linux error occurs.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Tinybasic takes its inspiration from early 80s home computers, in particular the Transam Triton and Dr Li-
Chen Wang’s Palo Alto Tiny Basic. DrWang’s is credited with one of the first uses of the term "Copyleft".
See Wikipedia entry forDr Li-Chen Wang.

A TinyBASIC program cannot contain more than 1,000 lines.

A TinyBASIC program cannot be larger than 50,000 characters (including the newline characters at the
ends of each statement).

Line numbers for TinyBASIC statements cannot be larger than 99999 (five digits).

A TinyBASIC program cannot exceed a stack-depth of 100. Each FOR/NEXT (and WHILE/WEND and
REPEAT/UNTIL with raspberry flavour) loop or a subroutine call with GOSUB uses 1 stack unit.Poor
programming style, such as the use of GOTO to exit loops, may leave unused FOR/NEXT loops on the
stack. Beginners are urged to switch to raspberry flavour once they hav emastered the basics of variables
and program flow.

TinyBASIC defaults to storing the last 100 commands entered at the TinyBASIC ">" prompt.

TinyBASIC’s screen drawing in humbug flavour is considerably faster when run directly from the console
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than when running under X11.

Note that when using humbug flavour, if the screen scrolls position 1 may no longer be at the top-left corner
of the display.

SEE ALSO
SDLKey(3) - key names for use with WAIT KEY
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